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I.

Introduction:

The Theoretical Framework

The purpose of this paper is to report a conceptual
analysis of social role-taking as well as the results of several
empirical studies designed to examine the question, "Can social
role-taking, or perhaps more precisely, social perspectivetaking au lux, be defined according to an ontogeneti.c sequence
of stages similar in form and theoretically linked to Piaget's
cognitive and Kohlberg's moral reasoning stages?"

There have

been reported, recently, a number of studies which indicate a
parallel structural correspondence between Piagetian stages of
cognitive development and moral "stages, such that the Piagetian

stages are seen as necessary but not sufficient conditions for
the parallel moral stages (Colby, Fritz, and Kohlberg, 1973).
Our research has focussed on an analysis of social role-taking

ability which we feel meets Piagetian criteria for stages and
which, as with cognitive stages, seems to indicate a necessary
but not sufficient relation of social role-taking to parallel
moral judgment stages.

Conceptually, role-taking stages are
(See

seen as intermediary between cognitive and moral stages.
Table 1.)

From this point of view, the child's cognitive stage
indicates the general level of the child's ability to solve

problems, his social perspective taking stage, his level of
ability to understand social relations 1

particularly social

proble,r,, and his stage of moral judgment - the manner in which

the child prescribes a resolution to social conflicts.

(Selman

and Kohlberg, 1973).

I hope to do the following things in this paper, and do
them in the order listed. First, to define how role-taking
fits into a structural-developmental framework. Second, to
describe an empirically and conceptually derived series of
social role-taking stages which meet Piagetian stage criteria.
Third, to present a method for the study of this concept.
If you are becoming bored with research which tries.to
apply Piagetian stage approaches to the study.of children's
conceptions of such things as refrigerators and stoves, than
you have my sympathy.

By contrast, I do not think that the

study of role-taking ability can be reduced to the application
of specific Piagetian logical stages to a particular content
area.

My point is not that children's physical cognitions are

less important than their social cognitions, but that whereas
certain applications of Piagetian stage analyses may be
basically trivial, the analyses of social perspective-taking
stages is notes

Our straw man, the child's conception of the

refrigerator, has an extremely narrow content area, and it is

unclear what form this conception has other than those defined
by Piaget's stages of physical cognition.

taking,
taking,

Social perspective -

on the other hand, defas both a broad range of social

content (inferences about othe '8 needs, intentions, beliefs,
1

emotional life, intellectual
and uniquely social series of
in this paper.

pacities, etc.) and a particular

1orms

which I hope to elaborate

Furthermore, unii!ce refrigerators, role-taking

has a long-standing tradition as a 6heoretical concept of basic

importance to developmental and social psychology.

The theo-

retical writings of George Herbert Head (1934) and James Mark
Baldwin (1906) have made clear that social cognition and judgment differ from the cognition of physical objects (refrigerators, stoves) because it uniquely involves "role-taking," the
ability to understand the self and others as subjects, to react
to others as liks the self, and to react to the self's behavior
from the others° point of view (Kohlberg9 1972, p. 140).
Stemming in part from this tradition, the historical origin of
the concept of social role-taking is based in Piaget's well
known and perhaps infamous conception of egocentrism, the
inability to take another's perspective.

Although egocentrism

is seen as basically a disease of early childhood, like many
exotic and undiagnosible ailments its symptoms seem to mysteriously errupt at various later periods in life.

Clarification

is necessary.

An initial attempt to clarify this concept through systematic empirical investigation was Flavell's study of visual

and social role-taking (as compiled in his book, The Development
of Role-taking and Communication Skills in Children, 1968).

The

use of the term role-taking was somewhat unfortunate because

Flavell's research was only tangentially involved with the study
of the child's conceptions of social roles, as this term is
commonly used by sociologists.

Rather, it was an attempt to

study the development of children's ability to take or make

inferences about another's perspectives, either his visual or
his social viewpoint.

Furthermore, although Flavell's measures

were ingenious and his results informative, from a structural
point of view there was a basic difficulty with his approach.

Even though Flavell's methods and conceptualizations focussed
on social thought process, his analysis was basically functional,
or from the viewpoint of a stage approach, horizontal.

Although

such an analysis is useful, and, in fact, we are interested in
the process by which role - taking ability is applied, in our

case, to moral judgments, lacking in Flavell's analysis was a
direct and unified attempt to identify a sequence of qualitative
vertical levels of this ability described in formal or structural terms.

Such a structural or vertical approach implies that the
following criteria need to be met for a particular concept to
be considered amenable to an analysis by stages:
The concept can be described according to a series of
qualitatively distinct forms or patterns of thinking
with regard to a particular content area.
2.

Stages imply invariant order or sequence under
varying environmental conditions.

3.

Stages imply a "structured whole," a deep structure or
organization uniting a variety of superficially
different types of response.

Stages are hierarchical integrations, i.e., higher
stages include lower stages as components reintegrated
at a higher level.

Lower stages, then, are in a sense

available to, or comprehended by, persons at a higher
stage.

According to these criteria. a structural conception of

role-taking must have a series of forma and a specified content
which interact with one another, i.e., a sequence of rules or
organIzational principles by which the particular content area
is organised and interpreted by the subject.

In general terms,

our formal or structural aspect of role-takihiLis defined as
the development of the understanding of the nature of the relation between the self's and other's

rs ectives.

Each new

role- taking structure can be seen as being built upon the pre-

vious one but restructuring it in a qualitatively more advanced
way.

(See Table 1-A.)

The social-informational content upon which this sequence
of role-taking structures operate is the developing understanding of just what is a social being, i.e., another's capabilities,
attributes, expectations= feelings, motiveso potential reactions,
and social judgments.

Role-taking content may be oeen as the

subject's own theory of the social psychology of the minds of

CYD
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others.

In other words, as one progresses through the stages

of role-taking, one has a more mature conception of the complexity of human relations (role-taking structure) and of the
social thought processes and motivations of the minds of self
and others (role-taking content).

Dr)
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As role-taking structures

develop, so does the breadth and depth of role-taking content.

II.

Stage description and method of analysis
The stages of Eocial role-taking, as they are defined

briefly in Table 1-A, emerged from the analysis of empirical
data consisting of transcriptions of open-ended taped interviews with subjects at different ages responding to questions
and Eituations regarding both social and moral dilemmas.

For each subject, transcriptions of interviews range from
fifteen to fifty pages in length.

For the purposesof the present

report which is focussed on the analysis of the concept of social
role-taking, and not on the assessment of a given individual's
level of general functioning, we score for the highest social
role-taking stage clearly and consistently evidenced throughout
the interviews.

Such social role-taking stages are scored on the basis of:
a) the subject's ability to differentiate perspectives and to
understand the relativity of different perspectives (a structural
aspect-differentiation), b) the subject's understanding of the
relationship of the perspective of one person to the pbrspective
of the other (a second structural aspect-integration), and c)

the psychological content of the self of one person as considered
by another.

This latter aspect refers to the social perspective-

taking content logically implied by the structure of a given
stage.

Social role-taking scores are obtained from two sources:
1) role-taking exhibited within the context of moral dilemmas and
2) role-taking in dilemmas which emphasize a social situation

which involves several perspectives but which does not call for
moral judgments.

However even in the latter dilemmas, the sub-

ject may make prescriptive as well as descriptive social judgOne cannot prescribe non-moral thoughts in young

ments.

children.

Although one general goal of our research is to describe
as accurately as possible the ontogenesis of social role-taking
from its origins in the initial internalized mental operations
of the young child to its most complex and integrated form, I
will present today, within the context of this symposium and its
emphasis on the early development of social role-taking and its
relation to justice conceptions, a brief description of both the
structural and content aspects of those stages most often evidenced in the thinking of children between the ages of four and
ten.

I will then close with a brief report of the results of

two empirical studies across a wide range of ages undertaken to
test the social role-taking stage descriptions according to the
previously mentioned criteria for stages.
A.

Ste15es in the Development of Social Role-Taking
(Social Perspective- Taking)

Stage 0:
1.

Egocentric role-tttLIK (ahmtaglIA121):
Structural aspect:

There is a lack of distinction

between a subjective view of a social situation and
possible alternative views, i.e., the child makes no
distinction between a personal interpretation of
social actton (either by the self or other) and what

he considers the true or correct perspective.

Therefore, although the child can differentiate self
and other as entities, he does not differentiate their
perspectives.
2.

Comment aspect:

The predominant psychological and

social knowledge of the child whose thinking is at
Stage 0 derives from his observation of the overt
psychological states of self and other.

At Stage 0

the child it:Cable to "predict" or read off other's

emotions (such as sad, mad, happy) in those situations
in which the child would also know his own response.

But when reasons are asked to explain why people take
a certain action, the child's responses are not reasons seen as causes for actions; in essence, the
reasons are seen at the same level as the actions
themselves; a) because the social world which the
child views at Stage 0 is on the plane of overt action,

not on the plane of internal social or psychological
data, and b) because the child lacks the social-cognitive ability to see the.cause-effect relation of
reasoning to action which defines, in part, human
subjectivity.
3.

Content-structure relation: The logical relation

between content and structure at Stage 0 is best
understood within the context of Piaget's concept of
"realism."

The social world is not interpreted by

others, the data are simply "as it seems."

Therefore

there is little distance between the subject and the

objective world.

Other people inhabit the social world

but they do not interpret it, they do not reflect upon
its meaning.
Stage 1:

Social-informational role-tatlag (about z10162,

8):
1.

Structural aspect:

At Stage 1 the child realizes

that others may have a different way of viewing,

judging, or interpreting a social action or social
situation, depencKng, in particular, upon the amount
of information that each subject is privy to.

Given a

social situation involving different actors, the child
realizes that these actors may see the situation in a
similar way, but that

tnpimALLot.

In other words,

self and other are now seen as subjects with potentially
different interpretations of the same social situation,

largely determined by the data they have at hand.
2.

Content aspect:

Whereas at Stage 0 the child's

model for a person was that of an information collector,
i.e., someone who could understand social data, now the
child sees other persons as information processors,
i.e., interpreters of social situations.

Thus the child

understands that to be a subject (a person) now means

that one has evaluative abilities and that both self and
other can make distinctions between purposive (intentional) and accidental (unintentional) actions.

The

stage one child's understanding of intentionality is
a marked improvement over his Stage 0 counterpart

-10insofar as he now has a model of man in which social
reasons are causes for choices or actions, that is,
reasons underlie the actions of both self and other.
3.

Content-structure relation:

The logical relation

between role-taking content and structure at Stage 1
is based upon the newt yet still limited, conception
of self and others as subjects. Awareness, by the child,
of the concept of the subject indicates:

first, that

each person has his own point of view (structure), and
second, that one can impute a limited set of covert
aspects of other's point of view (content--the intention underlying the overt action).
Stage 2:
1.

Self-reflective role-taking (about ages 8 to 10):
Structural aspect:

The child is now clearly aware

that the discoveries he made at Stage 1 about self's
and other's subjectivity are also known to other. _The
core structure of Stage 2 is the realization that the
very fact that other can view the self as a subject,

that other can scrutinize the actions
feelin s

and reason!

of the self

thoughts,

influences one's

22nSthe self's) perspective of other.

In other words,

one's own subjective view of other incorporates
other's taking the point of view of the self.

Stage 2

social role-taking is qualitatively more adequate than
Stage 1 not simply because there is the realization
that other sees the self as a subject, but because

there is the realization that to take other's point
of view in a dyadic interaction is to include other's
taking of the self's per
2.

Contents pest:

The child is aware:

a) that both

self and other each within his own mind has a hierarchy
or set of ordered priorities of psychological likes and
dislikes related to concrete social actions, b) that
self and others weigh social actions with respect to
their own reasoning, and c) that self is aware that
other can consider the intentionality or unintention/

ality of self's actions just as the self can do sinilarly with regard to other (simple reciprocity).

At

Stage 1, the child became aware that other had psychological reasons for actions. lit Stage 2, he is

aware that other may have a hierarchy of reasons (or
perhaps, even conflicting reasons leading to opposing
choices with regard to a single action).
3.

Content-structure relation:. The logic of the rela-

tion of role-taking structure and content at Stags 2
is as follows:

the ability to view other viewing the

self implies the corresponding ability to step outside
the self and reflect u on the self's thou
self-reflective).

(hence,

In this way the child sets up a sys-

tem for reflecting on (valuing) his own reasons, and in
turn he can order the reasons of other (at least as he
views the reasons, if not as other views them).

This

operation also allows him to compare his own reasons

- 12 -

with the reasons of other (role-taking content)

.

In general by age 10, most middle-class subjects have
reached Stage 2. However come show evidence of thinking at the
next stage.

For a complete description of higher stages and

the scoring of the stages just described, I refer you to a
scoring manual that we have prepared.

(3eiman and Byrne, 1973.)

--In reading our dovcriptiire analysis of these stages, I

am aware that the proof of tha pudding is not simply in the
logic of the analysis but in `the ease in which children's ver-

balizations yield to all of us, with some agreement, evidence
of the reality of such mentalistic processes.

the analysis we need some cases.

To really test

However the presentation of

several complete cases at different ctages is simply not practical here.

The alternative is to present some excerpts, a stra-

tegy which can be misleading because the essence of structural
analysis is to score modes across a range of thought, not isolated sentences.

Nevertheless, I will try to use excerpts in the hopes of
leaving you with some mooring anchored in a data base.

In one

story we use with young children, a young girl named Holly, who
has promised her father not to climb trees, is confronted with
a situation in which a kitten is caught up in a tree and the
only way to save it is for her to break her promise and climb
the tree.

In listening to the following excerpts of the reason-

ing of young children about this moral dilemra, let us try to
focus on the role-taking involved.

- 13 -

In response to the question, Egm_tbilakHaltes fathet_

E111.11-if-IS-Lia(12-221-that-E211X-alimbed the tree, a
Child whose thinking was scored at Stage 0 said, "No, he will
be happy, he likes kittens."
"I like kittens."

Wja,LAL.......seLaiLLEaltitalia?

This child does not seem to orient to the

integration of points of view of any of the participants in the
situation.

Everyone focusses on the kitten and not on what each

other thinks about the situation or other's thoughts.
A subject's response to the same question which would be
scored as being at least at Stage 1 goes as follows:

"If he

didn't know why she climbed the tree ho would be angry.

But if

he knows why Holly did it, ho will realize she had a good
reason."

This subject recognizes that one person (father) can

understand the intentions of another (Holly).

It also indicates

the awareness that each needs similar information to make
similar judgments.

At Stage 2, reasons might sound like this ten year old's
response to the same question.
about how he would feel.

"He knows that Holly will think

He knows that Holly would realize that

he would think it is allright.
for. her to climb the tree."

And so he will think it's okay

What if Holl

doesn't think about

what he thinapieit?' "Then he will be angry at her" Here
the subject has the father consider the daughterce taking his
position as a factor in her role-taking judgment about what the
father will think Holly will do.

- 14 -

B.

Empirical Studies

To date we have completed two studies of the development
of social role-taking (Selman and Kohlberg, 1973; Selman, Damon,
and Gordon, 1973) and are presently completing a third which is
focussed on higher stages of role-taking (Byrne, Selman, and
Kohlberg, 1973).

I will briefly report the findings of the

completed studies.

In Study I, subjects were ten boys, all cases taken from
the Kohlberg fifteen-year longitudinal study of social and moral
development.

Although the sample was small, each subject was

interviewed five times over the course of the study, first at

age ten and then at four subsequent three-year intervals for a
total of fetilltrlunmailmterviewS (three.missing) ._ At each
interview, subjects wer: =-1.ven ten open-ended socio -moral
dilemmas.

These standard interviews were analyzed according to

the descriptive structural role-taking scheme of stages defined
in a scoring manual developed by the author.

At each interview,

each subject was assigned a role-taking stage which represented
his highest level of role-takiag consistent across the dilemmas.
A second scorer using the scoring manual scored twenty of the

interviews (four complete cases) without knowledge of case or
longitudinal order.

The reliability of the procedure was determined by two
methods.

The first was to calculate a percentage agreement be-

tween two raters, as well as percentage disagreement by one stage,
two stages, etc.

Percentage perfect agreement was .85 with per-

centage one stage disagreement being .15.

Correlational

- 15 -

interjudge reliability was .83.

Although the number of longi-

tudinal cases is small (10), limiting definitive sta:;ements

about invariant sequence of stages, the total number of interviews (47) over five ages is large enough to allow both descriptive and inferential statistical analyses.

Table 2 pre-

sents the major role-taking scores for each subject at each
interview.

The association between role-taking stages and age

was signtficant (r

.88, p.c.001).

A test for the invariant sequentiality of the role-taking
stages using the longitudinal data was made by examining the changes

in each subject's stage which occurred from any given interview
(x) at time one, to the next interview period (x + 1) at time two.

The three

For each subject, four such comparisons were made.

missing interviews reduce the total comparisons to 35 (out of a
possible 40).

Table 3 indicates that there were no subjects

scored at a lower role-taking stage at a later time period (x + 1)

than at time (x) supporting the claim that the stages define a
cumulative ordinal scale.

The data also indicate that no subject

jumped two stages over the three-year intervals.

(However, such a

jump within three years would not be data in opposition to a cognitive-developmental theory of invariant sequence.)

Results of

this study supported the invariant sequence, age developmental
hypotheses of the nature of vas development of role-taking stages.

Study 2 applied the same stage system to a cross-sectional
study of forty middle-class boys and girls, ten at each of 4, 6,
8, and 10.

Modifications in the dilemmas approach from those

used in Study 1 were made:

a) to develop both moral and social

role - taking dilemmas more appropriate for children within this

age range, and b) to add probe queb-Aons more specifically
designed to tap the child's role-taking stage.

A testing-the-

limits oaproach was used for scoring social role-taking.

Sub-

jects were scored for the highest stage of role-taking clearly
elicited during the interview.

Percentage perfect agreement

between trained scorers was .92; percentage one stage off was
.08.

Reliability as measured by rank order correlations was

.89.

Results indicated a significant relation of role-taking

stage to age but not to sex differences.

Furthermore, the corre-

lation between role-taking stage scores on the moral and social
dilemmas was .96 when these situations were scored separately.
Table 4 presents the percentage of vubjects at a given roletaking stage at a given age.

Summary
This report has focussed on the analysis of the concept of
social role-taking (social perspective-taking) from a structural
or Piagetian point of view.

The stages were defined, in accor-

dance with structural criteria, in such a way as to try to indicate why, for a given stage, each aspect of the stage logically
implied each other aspect.

Furthermore, the deacription attempted

to make clear that the definition of an invariant sequence of
stages implies a logical order among the stages, that is, that
Stage 2 must imply `stage 1 and must not imply Stage 3.

Such a

logical order within a stage and between stages implies that the

-17stages, themselves, involve logical social operations or
social relations.

Our present longitudinal and cross-

sectional data seem to support this structural-developmental
point of view of the concept of social role-taking.
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No reversibility of operation of thought. Confusion,,and
lack of differentiation between
cause and effect.
Centration on
a single, striking feature of
the object of reasoning to the
neglect of other important
aspects.
No justification of
reasoning to others, nor of
examination of possible contradictions in his logic.
Social and logical domains un
differentiated. Focus on states
rather than transformations.
Child has difficulty seeing the
similar-appearing members of a
given class-as distinct and
different individuals.

(I-A and I-13)

Preoperational Thought

Logical Stage

Child has a sense of differentiation
of Self and Other but fails to distinguish between the social perspective
(thoughts, feelings) of Other and Self.
Self and Other seen as information collectors, br.t not information processors.
Child can label other's overt feelings
but does not see the cause and effect
relation of reasons to social actions
(ages four to six).

Stage 0 - Egocentric.Viewpoint

Social RoleTaking Stages

Judgments of right and wrong
based on good or bad consequences
'and not on intentions. Moral
choices derive from the subject's
wishes for good things to happen
to Self. Reasons for choices and
the choices themsleves are undifferentiated:
reasons simply assert
the choices, rather than attempting
to justify them.

Stage 0 - Premoral Stage

Moral Judgment Stages

(All relations are that attainment of the social role-taking stages is necessary
but not sufficient for attainment of the moral stage and that the logical stage
is necessary but not sufficient for attainment of the social role-taking and
moral stage.)

Parallel Relations Among Logical, Social Role-Taking and Moral Judgment Stages

TABLE 1

- Relates inverse operations to reciprocal operations
but does so in a chaining
method based on the empirical
Can proceed from one
data.
dimension to the next but can
not solve multifactor situatioas in which variables are
mixed.

Substage

(II-A) - Reversibility of
thought processes. Actions performed on objects to bring them
together into classes of various
orders or to establish relations
between them.

Concrete Operations - Substage 1

Child is aware that each individual
is aware of the other individual'a perspective. One's view of the other is
influenced by the fact that other can be
aware of self's view. The other's view
is influenced by the fact that self can
be aware of the other's view. Putting
self in other's place is a way of judging
his intentions, purposes, and actions.

Stage 2 - Self-Reflective Role-Taking

Child is aware that Other has a
social perspective based on Other's own
reasoning which may or may not be
similar to the Self's.
Other is seen as
a subject, i.e., as being able to differentiate intentional and unintentional
acts and as being a processor or
interpreter of social data. Child can
focus on only one perspective at a time
(ages six to eight).

Stage 1 - Social Informational
Role-Taking

that which is vald by Other.

Moral reciprocity conceived as
the equal exchange of favors or bldvs.
If someone has a mean intention
toward Self, it is right for Self to
act in kind. Right defined as what
is valued by Self in comparison to

Stage 2 - Instrumental Orientations

Child focuses on one perspe,6ive,
that of the authority or the powerful.
However, child understands that good
is based on good intentions.
Had consequences ta.led on good intentions
still seen as being right or good.

Stage 1 - Punishment and Cbedience
Orientation

(11-B) - Relates inverse operations to reciprocal operations
but does so in a chaining
method based on the empirical
data. Can proceed from one
dimension to the next but can
not solve multifactor situations in which variables are
mixed.

Substage 2

- Reversibility of
thought processes. Actions per
formed on objects to bring theru
together into classes of various
orders or to establish relations
between them.

Concrete Operations - Substage

Child is aware that each individual
is aware of the other individual's perspective. One's view of the other is
influenced by the fact that other can be
aware of self's view. The other's view
is influenced by the fact that self can
be aware of the other's view.
Putting
self in other's place is a way of judging
his intentions, purposes, and actions.

Stage 2 - Self-Reflective Role-Taking

Child is aware that Other has a
social perspective based on Other's own
reasoning which may or may not be
similar to the Self's. Other is seen as
a subject, i.e., as being able to differentiate intentional and unintentional
acts and as being a processor or
interpreter of social data. Child can
focus on only one perspective at a time
(ages six to eight).

Stage 1 - Social Informational
Role-Taking

Moral reciprocity conceived as
the equal exchange of favors or blovs.
If someone has a mean intention
toward Self, it is right for Self to
act in kind.
Right defined as what
is valued by Self in comparison to
that which is valued by Other.

Stage 2 - Instrumental Orientations

Child focuses on one perspective,
that of the authority or the powerful.
However, child understands that good
is based on good intentions. Bad consequences based on good intentions
still seen as being right or good.

Stage 1 - Punishment and Obedience
Orientation

TABLE 1-A

Brief Structural Description of Social Role-Taking Stages

Level

DessiptiLm

Operation

8-0,01(m Ogo-oX

auto: Emerging understanding that others have subjective
perspectives.
Stage 0-A: Subject has a sense of differentiation of
self and other but fails to distinguish between the
social perspective of other and self.

Stage 0-B: Subject views self and other as subjects
who think about their actions as separate perspective
takers, but assumes that all others will nave views
similar to his own.
1

S-o-).0-cyX0

Recognition of the separateness and uniqueness of
Stage
self and other, that self and other may see a social situation in very different ways.
Stage 1-A: Subject is aware that other has social
perspective based on other's own reasoning which may
or may not be similar to the self's.
Stage 1-B: Subject is aware that other may be thinking
about a third person or about himself as a subject, but
does not base bis actions on that knowledge.

2

13---#0 -4941

The discovery that other can view the self as a
subject just as the self can view the other as a subject;
the child can view the relation of self and other from
other's viewpoint.

natie

Stage 2-A: Subject is are that his own subjectivity
is under scrutiny by the other and that his view of
other is based, in part, on other's view of the self.

Subject is aware that other not only can
take the self's perspective, but also that other is
aware of the self taking other's perspective.
Stage 2 -B:

3

S--+(0.F±S)

.

Stage 3: Perspectives are taken in a mutual and simultaneously systematic way rather than in a sequential manner.

Stage 3-A: Subject realizes that both self and other
can consider each other's point of, view simultaneously
and mutually. Subject steps outside the two-person
situation and achieves a third-person perspective on
the dyadic interaction.
Subject sees all others as being able to
achieve a third person perspective.

Stage 3 -B:

TABLE 1-A (CONTINUED)

Operation

Level

3-=6 (US.-± S)

Sr

4

Description

0,77(0

S)

Stage 4: Subject realizes that 1-,ath self and other
understand that both parties can remove themselves
hypothetically from the situation and view its
dynamics.

Stage 4-A: Subject realizes that mutual perspective-taking does not always lead to complete
understanding; social conventions are seen as
necessary because they are understood by all
members of the group and are used as a means of
communicating to others and of understanding
other's behavior and reactions.

aLle 4-B:
individual
each other
to his own
by his own
state, and

Subject is aware of the relativity of
and social group perspectives, that
interprets the social "facts" according
system of analysis Tthich is influenced
history, his social system, emotional
so on.

Nomenclature:
A.

Representation of Persons
1.

S = subject or self

2.

0 w other or others

3.

X

a

person considered as a subject with thoughts, feelings, motives

4.

B.

person considered as an object of the social cognition of self
or other

Representation of Mental Operations of Social Thought
1.

-ON

May be perspective-taking
A general act of social cognition.
operation, but may only be an inference about another

2.

Specific, contentless perspective-taking operation, a putting of
self in other's place

3.

Mutual perspective-taking.

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

-2

2

5

6

9

17

18

22

24.

3.

3

3

2

3

3

Interview A
Age 12-14
RT

2

Interview 0
Age 9-10
EM

2

Case
'Nuaber

3-

4

x

4

3

3

3.

4

4

4

Interview B
Age 16-17
RT

Five Interviews

4

4

4

le

x

4

3

4

4

4

Interview C
Age 19-20
RT

x

4+

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4+

Interview D
Age 22+
ET

Major Role-Taking Stage Scores for Each Longitudinal Subject at Each of the

TABLE -2

.

TABLE 3

Sequentiality Analysis:

Changes in Subjects' Predominant Social Role-Taking

Stage from Time (x) to Time (x + 1) (in Percentages and Ray Scores).

Time x + 1

Time x

Stage 2

Stage 2

25% (3)

Stage 3

Stage

Stage 3

75%

Stage

Stage 5

(9)

27% (3)

73% (8)

84% (10)

16% (2)

TABLE 4

at Each Level
Percentage of Subjects at a Given Role-Taking Stage
Group)
of Chronological Age (Ten Subjects per Age

Stage

Age 4

Age 6

Age 8

Age 10

8o

0

0

0

0

20

100

30

20

1

0

0

6o

60

2

0

0

10

20

3

APPENDIX A

Examples of Role-Taking Questions from the Kohlberg Longitudinal Study
(study 1)

In Nurope, a woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. There
was one drug that the doctors thought might save her. It was a form of
radius that a druggist in the same town had recently discovered. The drug
vas expensive to make, but the druggist was charging ten times what the drug
cost him to make. He paid $200 for the radium and charged $2,000 for a
small dose of the drug. The sick roman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone
he knew to borrow the money, but he could only get together about $1,000
which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that his wife was dying,
and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later. But the druggist
said, "Ho, I discovered the drug and I'm going to make money from it." So"
Heinz got desperate and broke into the man's store to steal the drug for his
wife:
Role-Taking Questions:
1.

Would a good husband steal the drug for his wife?

2.

What do you think Heinz would do if he didn't love his wife?

3.

Would you steal the drug to save your own life?

4.

What would you do if you were Heinz?

5.

What do you think the judge vill do?

What if he were in Heinz's place?

EXample of Role-Taking and Justice Questions (Study 2):
Gladys has waited all week to go to the movies. On Saturday, her parents
gave her sane money so that she could see & especial movie in town. Gladys
takes the bus.' When she gets to the movie theater, there is already a long
Gladys takes her place at the
line with many children waiting to buy tickets.
end of the line. All of a sudden a big gust of wind blows Gladys' money out of
her hand. Gladys leaves the line to pick up her money. When she gets back,
there are lots more people in line and a new girl named Mary has taken her
place. Gladys tells Mary that she was there first and asks Mary to let her
back in. Gladys knows that if she goes to the end of the line there may not
be enough tickets left to let her into the movie.

Justice
Should Mary let Gladys into line?

1.

What should Mary do?

2.

Is it fair for Mary not to let Gladys back into line?

APPENDIX A ( STUDY 2 CONTINUED)

3.

What if Mary and Gladys are really good friends?
a difference to Mary?

Should that make

4.

Is it more important to be fair to a friend or to a stranger?

5.

If Gladly left the'line to buy some ice cream instead of chasing her
money, should that make any difference for what Mary decides to do?

6.

What if they were good friends and Gladys left to get some ice cream?

7.

Last week Gladys lent Mary a book that Mary wanted to read.
that make any difference as to what Mary should do now?

8.

What if last week Gladys refused to share her new book with Mary?
Should that make any difference?

9.

What would you do if you were Mary?

Should

Why?

Mole-Taking.
1.

Does Mary know why Gladys left the line?

2.

Why does it make a difference if Mary does (doesn't) know why Gladys
left the line?

3.

Does the owner of the:. movie theater know why Gladys left the line?,

h.

Nov I want you to pretend that I am the movie owner and that you are
I want you to
Gladys, the girl whose money blew out of her hand.
tell me why you think it is right for me to give you the last ticket.
Now pretend that you are Mary, the girl who took Gladys' place. I
want you to tell me why you think it is right for me to give nu the
last ticket.

6.

Now suppose things were the other way around (suppose it was Mary
Who lost the money and Gladys took over the spot). What would Mary
want Gladys to do? Does the; make any difference to Mary now?
What if Gladys tells Mary what happened - does that make a difference
to Mary?

Appendix B

Social roletaking dilemma

Peter is a new boy at school.
class to like him.

He wants to get the kids in his

His family doesn't have much money, but he

thinks that maybe he should give a party in his class.

His

mother says she'll scrape the money together if he needs it.
He can't decide whether to give the party or not.
1.

If Peter wants to get the other kids in the class to like
him, do you think he should give the party or not? Think
about what the kids in the class would be thinking.

2.

Do you think the other kids will like him better if he
gives them a party?

3.

If all the kids found nut that Peter's family was very poor
and he was spending $10 on the party, what would they think
of Peter?

4.

What would Peter do if he knew everyone knew his family was
poor? Would he give the party to get the kids to like him?

5.

What dt; you think society thinks about people buying friends?

6.

Do you agree with society?

7.

The student organization at Peter's school had a meeting to
decide whether new students should have parties for their
classes. The majority voted "yes" and the results were
printed in the school newspaper.

-

What is society?

After reading the results of the vote, Peter got $10 from his
mother to give a party for his class. Do you think the other
kids will like him better because he gave them a party?
8.

What will the kids think about Peter?
nice and generous?

Will they think he's

9.

Why do you think the student organization decided that new
kids should give parties for their classmates?

